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Abstract
Why do agents often obtain better reinforcement learning policies when imitating a
worse expert? We show that privileged information used by the expert is marginal-
ized in the learned agent policy, resulting in an “imitation gap.” Prior work bridges
this gap via a progression from imitation learning to reinforcement learning. While
often successful, gradual progression fails for tasks that require frequent switches
between exploration and memorization skills. To better address these tasks and alle-
viate the imitation gap we propose ‘Adaptive Insubordination’ (ADVISOR), which
dynamically reweights imitation and reward-based reinforcement learning losses
during training, enabling switching between imitation and exploration. On a suite
of challenging tasks, we show that ADVISOR outperforms pure imitation, pure
reinforcement learning, as well as sequential combinations of these approaches.
1 Introduction
Imitation learning (IL) can be remarkably successful in settings where reinforcement learning (RL)
struggles, for instance in complex tasks with sparse rewards [4, 32, 30], and when the observations
are high-dimensional, e.g., in embodied visual environments [22, 38]. In such tasks, obtaining a
high quality policy purely from reward-based RL is often challenging, requiring extensive reward
shaping and with performance depending on the environment’s random seed. In contrast, IL requires
no reward shaping and is generally less impacted by the environment’s random state. Creating an
expert often relies on privileged information that is unavailable at inference time. For instance, it
is straightforward to create a shortest-path expert when privileged with access to a semantic map
of the environment, e.g., [13], but rarely does such a map exist in the real world. Access to game
rollouts [44] or ground-truth layout for vision-based driving [3] are some other privileges that an
expert could enjoy.
We show that training an agent to imitate an expert that uses privileged information results in learning
a policy which marginalizes out the privileged information. This can result in a learned policy which
is sub-optimal, and even near-uniform, over a large collection of states. We call this discrepancy
between the expert policy and the learned policy the imitation gap. To overcome this imitation
gap, prior work uses ad-hoc stage-wise training: IL is used to ‘warm start’ learning and subsequent
reward-based RL algorithms, such as proximal policy optimization (PPO), are used for fine-tuning
[26]. While this strategy is often successful, the following example shows that it can fail dramatically.
Example 1 (Poisoned Doors). Suppose an agent is presented with N ≥ 3 doors d1, . . . , dN . As
illustrated in Fig. 3b (forN = 4), opening d1 results in a guaranteed reward of 1 but opening this door
requires entering an, unknown, fixed code of length M . Since the code is unknown to the agent, it
would have to learn the code. Evidently, entering the incorrect code results in a reward of 0. All other
doors can be opened without a code. For some randomly chosen 2 ≤ j ≤ N (sampled each episode),
the reward behind dj is 2 but for all i 6∈ {1, j} the reward behind di is −2. Without knowledge
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of j, the optimal policy is to always enter the code to open d1 obtaining an expected reward of 1.
In contrast, if the expert is given the privileged knowledge of the door dj with reward 2, it will
always choose to open this door immediately. It is easy to see that an agent without knowledge of j
attempting to imitate such an expert will learn to choose to open a door among d2, . . . , dN uniformly
at random obtaining an expected reward of −2 · (N − 3)/(N − 1). Training with reward-based RL
after this ‘warm start’ is strictly worse than starting without it: the agent now needs to unlearn its
policy and then, by chance, stumble into entering the correct password to enter door d1, a practical
impossibility when M is sufficiently large.
To address this issue, we introduce Adaptive Insubordination (ADVISOR). ADVISOR adaptively
weights imitation and RL losses throughout the entire training process. Specifically, during training
we use an auxiliary actor which judges whether the current observation is better treated using an IL or
a RL loss. For this, the auxiliary actor attempts to reproduce the expert’s action from the perspective
of the learning agent at every step. Intuitively, the weight corresponding to the IL loss is large when
the auxiliary actor can reproduce the expert’s action with high confidence and is otherwise small.
As we show empirically, ADVISOR combines the benefits of IL and RL while avoiding the pitfalls
of either method alone. For instance, as demonstrated empirically in Section 4, an agent trained
using ADVISOR on the Poisoned Doors environment (Example 1 with N = 4) obtains an optimal
average reward of 1 while IL and PPO result in average rewards of −2/3 and 0 respectively. In a
suite of other experiments, designed in the MINIGRID enviornment [5, 4], we find that ADVISOR
can succeed despite privileged experts and can even learn to ignore corrupted expert supervision.
Critically, ADVISOR can be easily incorporated into existing RL pipelines.
2 Related Work
A series of solutions, see [28, 48, 1, 39], have made off-policy deep Q-learning methods stable for
complex environments, such as Atari Games, and these advances have been further improved upon
through policy gradient methods [40, 29, 24, 51, 44]. Particularly, Trust Region Policy Optimization
(TRPO) [40] brings sample-efficient training by safely allowing for larger gradient steps, but is
incompatible with architectures with shared parameters between policy and value approximators.
Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [42] employs a clipped variant of TRPO’s surrogate objective
and is widely adopted in the deep RL community and is used as a baseline in our experiments.
As environments get more complex, navigating the search space with only deep RL and simple
heuristic exploration (such as -greedy) is increasingly difficult, leading to methods that imitate
expert information [45]. A simple approach to imitation learning (IL) is Behaviour Cloning (BC), a
supervised classification loss between the actions of the learner and expert agents. BC suffers from
compounding of error due to covariate shift [36]. Data Aggregation (DAgger) [37] is the go-to online
sampling framework that trains a sequence of learner policies by querying the expert at states beyond
the expert’s obvious state space. IL is further augmented with ideas of hierarchies [23], improving
over the expert [2], bypassing any intermediate reward function inference [16], and learning from
experts that are different from the learner [12, 18, 11]. A sequential combination, i.e., pre-training a
model on expert data before letting the agent interact with the environment, performs remarkably
well. This strategy has been applied in a wide range of applications – the game of Go [44], robotic
and motor skills [34, 21, 33, 35], navigation in visually realistic environments [13, 7], and web &
language based tasks [14, 6, 43, 50].
Recent methods mix expert demonstrations with the agent’s own roll-outs instead of using a sequential
combination of IL followed by deep-RL. DQfD [15] initializes the replay buffer with expert episodes
and adds roll-outs of (a pretrained) agent. They weight experiences based on the previous TD
errors [39] and use a supervised loss to learn from the expert. DDPGfD [49] is an analogous
incorporation of IL into DDPG [25], for continuous action spaces. POfD [19] improves performance
by adding a demonstration-guided exploration term, i.e., the Jensen-Shannon divergence between the
expert’s and the learner’s policy (estimated using occupancy measures).
In contrast to the above methods, we investigate the difference of privilege between the expert policy
and the learned policy. Contrary to a sequential, static, or rule-based combination of supervised loss
or divergence, we train an auxiliary actor to adaptively weight IL and RL losses.
2
3 Approach
3.1 Imitation gap
Let an agent be required to complete a task T set in an environment E . The environment has states
s ∈ S and the agent executes an action a ∈ A at every discrete timestep t ≥ 0. For simplicity and
w.l.o.g. assume both A and S are finite. For example, let E be a 1D-gridworld in which the agent is
tasked with navigating to a location by executing actions to move left or right, as shown in Figure 1a.
Here and below we assume states s ∈ S encapsulate historical information so that s includes the
full trajectory of the agent up to time t ≥ 0. The goal of RL is to find that policy pi – a mapping
from states to distributions over actions – among a set of feasible policies Πfeas., which maximizes
an evaluation criterion. In classical deep RL [28, 29], the policy is often chosen to maximize the
expected γ-discounted return and Πfeas. equals the set {piθ : θ ∈ Θ} where piθ is a deep net with
parameters θ and Θ is a subset of the Euclidean space.
We focus on the setting of partially-observed Markov decision processes (PO-MDPs) where an
agent makes decisions without access to the full state information. We model this restricted access
by defining a filtration function f : S → Of and limiting the space of feasible policies Πfeas. to
those policies pi ∈ Πfeas. for which the value of pi(s) depends on s only through f(s), i.e., so that
f(s) = f(s′) implies pi(s) = pi(s′). We call any pi satisfying this condition an f -partial policy
and the set of feasible f -partial policies Πfeas.f . In our gridworld example, f might restrict s to only
include information local to the agent’s current position as shown in Figs. 1c, 1d. We call o ∈ Of
a partial-observation and, by definition, for any f -partial policy pif we write pif (o) to mean pif (s)
if f(s) = o. It is frequently the case that, during training, we have access to an fe-partial expert
policy piexpfe which is able to successfully complete the task T . Here, fe is the filtration function
restricting the observations of the expert. In general we assume that piexpfe is an optimal policy among
all fe-partial policies. We call such a policy fe-optimal.
In IL [31, 37], pif is trained to mimic pi
exp
fe by minimizing the (expected) cross entropy between pif
and piexpfe over a set of sampled s ∈ S:
min
pif∈Πfeas.f
Eµ[CE(piexpfe , pif )(S)] , (1)
where CE(piexpfe , pif )(S) = −piexpfe (S)  log pif (S),  denotes the usual dot-product, and S is a
random variable taking value s ∈ S with probability measure µ : S → [0, 1]. Often µ(s) is chosen to
equal the frequency with which an exploration policy pi (e.g., random actions or piexpfe ) visits state s in
a randomly initialized episode. We denote this minimizing policy (when it exists) as piµf,fe . When µ
and piexpfe are unambiguous, we write pi
IL
f = pi
µ
f,fe or, to emphasize dependence on f
e, piILf,fe = pi
µ
f,fe
for readability.
It is well known empirically that IL is highly sensitive to the choice of expert and that, perhaps
surprisingly, “less intelligent” experts can often result in better policies piILf,fe . Intuitively, if the
information that an expert uses to make a decision is unavailable to the student then the student has
little hope of being able to mimic the expert’s decisions. As we show in our next example, even when
optimizing perfectly, depending on the choice of f and fe, IL may result in piILf,fe being uniformly
random over a large collection of states. We call the phenomenon that piIL 6= piexp the imitation gap.
Example 2 (One-Dimension, Two-Goals). Let N ≥ 1 and consider a 1-dimensional grid-world
with states S = {−N,N} × {0, . . . , T} × {−N, . . . , N}T . See Fig. 1a for a visualization when
N = 4. Here g ∈ {−N,N} are possible goal positions, elements t ∈ {0, . . . , T} correspond to the
episode’s current timestep, and (pi)Ti=1 ∈ {−N, . . . , N}T correspond to possible agent trajectories
of length T . Taking action a ∈ A = {left, right} = {−1, 1} in state (g, t, (pi)Ti=1) ∈ S results in
the deterministic transition to state (g, t+ 1, (p1, . . . , pt,min(max(pt + a,−N), N), 0, . . . , 0)). An
episode start state is chosen uniformly at random from the set {(±N, 0, (0, . . . , 0))} and the goal
of the agent is to reach some state (g, t, (pi)Ti=1) with pt = g in the fewest steps possible. We now
consider a collection of possible filtration functions f i where f i indicates that the agent can only see
spaces up to i steps distant from its current position but otherwise has perfect memory. See Figs. 1c
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Figure 1: Effect of partial observability in a 1-dimensional gridworld environment. (a) Visual-
izing the two possible start states of our 1D (LIGHTHOUSE) gridworld with size N = 9. The agent
always begins in the central position and is tasked with moving to the goal (green square) that is either
to the far right or far left. (b) A hypothetical random trajectory of the agent, it moves right initially,
then left, and finally ends in the goal. At every trajectory step we display probabilities corresponding
to which actions, left or right, the shortest-path expert would take in the current state if it was in
control. The expert always wants to go right as it knows the goal location. (c/d) Using the trajectory
from (b) we highlight the partial-observations available to the agent under different filtration function
f1, f2. Notice that, under f1, the agent does not see the goal within its first four steps. The policies
piILf1 , pi
IL
f2 , learned by imitating pi
exp, show that imitation results in sub-optimal policies.
and 1d for examples of f1- and f2-partial observations. For 0 ≤ i ≤ N we define f i so that
f i(g, t, (pi)
T
i=1) = ((`0, . . . , `t), (p1 − p0, . . . , pt − pt−1)) and (2)
`j = (1[pj+k=N ] − 1[pj+k=−N ] | k ∈ {−i, . . . , i}) for 0 ≤ j ≤ t. (3)
Here `j is a tuple of length 2 · i+ 1 and corresponds to the agent’s view at timestep j while pk+1− pk
uniquely identifies the action taken by the agent at timestep k. Let piexp be the optimal policy
given full state information so that piexp(g, t, (pi)Ti=1) = (1[g=−N ], 1[g=N ]) and let µ be a uniform
distribution over states in S. It is straightforward to show that an agent following policy piILfi will
take random actions until it is within a distance of i from one of the corners {−N,N} after which
it will head directly to the goal, see the policies highlighted in Figs. 1c, 1d. The intuition for this
result is straightforward: until the agent observes one of the corners it cannot know if the goal is
to the right or left and, conditional on its observations, each of these events is equally likely under
µ. Hence in half of these events the expert will instruct the agent to go right and in the other half
to go left, the cross entropy loss will thus force piILfi to be uniform in all such states. Formally,
we will have, for s = (g, t, (pi)Ti=1), pi
IL
fi(s) = pi
exp(s) if and only if min0≤q≤t(pq) − i ≤ −N or
max0≤q≤t(pq) + i ≥ N and, for all other s, we have piILfi(s) = (1/2, 1/2). In Sec. 4, see also Fig. 4,
we train f i-partial policies with f j-optimal experts for a 2D variant of this example.
The above example shows that, when a student attempts to imitate an expert that is privileged with
information not available to the student, the student learns a version of piexp in which this privileged
information is marginalized out. We formalize this intuition in the following proposition.
Proposition 1 (Policy Averaging). In the setting of Section 3.1, suppose that Πfeas. contains all f -
partial policies. Then, for any s ∈ S with o = f(s), we have that piILf (o) = Eµ[piexp(S) | f(S) = o].
Proofs are deferred to the appendix. Using the language of model mis-specification from the statistics
literature, the above result can be viewed as a corollary of results for fitting non-parametric models
via maximum-likelihood estimation. A simple strategy eliminates the imitation gap by letting f = fe.
Unfortunately obtaining an expert policy is often only tractable when fe is less restrictive. For
instance, it is easier to hand-design strong heuristics for robotic arm manipulation when joint angles
and world geometry are known, but doing so when only images are available is very challenging.
The imitation gap provides some theoretical justification for the common practical observation that an
agent trained via some form of IL can often be significantly improved by continuing to train the agent
using pure RL (e.g., PPO) [26, 8]. Of course training first with IL and then via pure RL techniques is
ad-hoc and potentially sub-optimal as discussed in Example 1 and empirically shown in Section 4.
To alleviate this problem, we wish to learn from the expert policy only in settings in which the expert
policy can, in principle, be exactly reproduced by the student. Otherwise the student should learn
via ‘standard’ RL methods. To this end, the next section introduces a methodology for adaptively
reweighting imitation and RL losses during training.
4
3.2 Adaptive Insubordination (ADVISOR) Methodology
To close the imitation gap we design an adaptive reweighting method. It supervises a student using
the expert policy only in those states s ∈ S for which the imitation gap is small and, for all other
states, trains the policy using reward-based RL. Throughout this section we assume that our filtration
function f and expert policy piexp are fixed. Moreover, we assume that our reward-based RL loss LRL
can be expressed via Eµ[L(θ, S)] for some loss function L.1 This loss formulation is very general,
indeed all actor-critic methods we are aware of (e.g., A2C and PPO) fall into this category. Intuitively,
our goal is to define a weight function w : S×Θ→ [0, 1] where w(s) ≈ 1 when the distance between
piexp(s) and piILf (s) is small and w(s) ≈ 0 otherwise. With such a weight function defined, we can
then optimize the adaptively reweighted joint loss Eµ[w(S)·CE(piexp, piθ)(S)+(1−w(S))·L(θ, S)].
We now define a simple estimator of the distance between piexp(s) and piILf (s) and describe how such
an estimator can be used to produce, for any α, β ≥ 0, a weight function wα,β .
Let d be a non-negative distance (or divergence) function between probability distributions onA, e.g.,
the KL-divergence or total variation distance. There are many possible strategies for using d to define
a “distance” between a policy pi and an f -partial policy pif at a state s ∈ S. Perhaps the simplest of
these strategies is to define this distance as d(pi(s), pif (s)). Note that this quantity does not attempt
to use any information about the fiber f−1(f(s)) which may be useful in producing more holistic
measures of distances. Measures using such information include Eµ[d(pi(S), pif (S)) | f(S) = o] or
maxs′∈f−1(f(s) d(pi(s′), pif (s)). As it is easy to implement in practice, we will focus on the simple
distance d0pi(pif )(s) = d(pi(s), pif (s)). Hence we would like to estimate the quantity d
0
piexp(pi
IL
f )(s).
Appendix A.2 considers how other distances can be used in lieu of d0.
Unfortunately it is, in general, impossible to compute d0piexp(pi
IL
f )(s) exactly as it is intractable to
compute the optimal minimizer piILf . Instead we aim to estimate this quantity throughout the course of
training. In the next section we describe how we can, during training, obtain an auxiliary policy piauxf
which estimates piILf . Given this auxiliary policy we may easily estimate d
0
piexp(pi
IL
f ) with the plug-in
estimator d0piexp(pi
aux
f )(s). While plug-in estimators are intuitive and simple to define, they need not
be statistically efficient. Moreover, the estimator d0piexp(pi
aux
f )(s) is not prospective: ideally we would
compute d0piexp(pi
aux
f )(s) using the version of pi
aux
f whose training has converged (thus equalling pi
IL
f ).
In Appendix A.1 we consider possible strategies for improving the statistical efficiency of our plug-in
estimator and a time-series prediction approach allowing for prospective estimation.
Suppose now that we have been given piauxf and constructed the estimator d
0
piexp(pi
aux
f ) of d
0
piexp(pi
IL
f ).
For α, β ≥ 0 we let mα,β : R≥0 → [0, 1] be the monotonically decreasing function mα,β(x) =
e−αx · 1[x≤β]. Now for any such α, β we can define a weight function wα,β where for any s ∈ S we
have wα,β(s) = mα,β(d0piexp(pi
aux
f )(s)). Our adatively weighted ADVISOR loss is then
LADVα,β (θ) = Eµ[wα,β(S) · CE(piexp, piθ)(S) + (1− wα,β(S)) · L(θ, S)] . (4)
3.3 The Auxiliary Policy piaux: Estimating piILf in Practice
In Section 3.2 we provide a formalism of adaptive reweighting assuming existence of an estimator
piauxf of pi
IL
f , we now describe how we we produce this estimator in practice. Suppose now that we are
in the concrete setting that Πfeas. = {piθ | θ ∈ Θ} where piθ is a deep neural network. One intuitive
strategy for estimating piILf is to use two separate networks piθ, piθ′ : piθ is the standard policy network
trained via the adaptively reweighted imitation loss; piθ′ is trained to minimize the expected cross
entropy between itself and the expert policy. During training, for every collection of sampled rollouts,
piθ and piθ′ can be optimized simultaneously but without shared parameters. This strategy has two
1 For readability, we implicitly make three key simplifications. First, computing the expectation Eµ[. . .] is
generally intractable, hence we cannot directly minimize losses such as Eµ[L(θ, S)]. Instead, we approximate
the expectation using rollouts from µ and optimize the empirical loss. Second, recent RL methods adjust the
measure µ over states as optimization progresses while we assume it to be static for simplicity. Our final
simplification regards the degree to which any loss can be, and is, optimized. In general, losses are often
optimized by gradient descent and generally no guarantees are given that the global optimum can be found.
Extending our presentation to encompass these issues is straightforward but notationally dense.
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Figure 2: Model overview. An additional auxiliary actor is trained only using IL. Agent’s actions are
sampled based on the ‘main’ policy pimain which is trained using a weighted combination of the RL
and IL losses. For details of weighting see Section 3.2.
practical drawbacks. Firstly, as we have two copies of the deep net, we have twice the computational
cost and twice the memory requirements. Secondly, even when there is a non-zero imitation gap, the
supervisory signal coming from the expert may be helpful for learning useful representations of the
world. For instance, an agent may not learn to precisely imitate a shortest-path navigation expert as
this expert has perfect information and does not need to explore. Despite this, through imitation the
agent will be encouraged to avoid walls and cliffs and thus learn to represent these features of the
environment. As θ, θ′ are separate collections of parameters, the piθ representation will not benefit
from anything that is learned when optimizing piθ′ .
Towards solving the above issues we assume, as is common practice [4, 9, 27, 17], that piθ is composed
via aν ◦ rλ with θ = (ν, λ), where aν is lightweight, for instance a linear layer or shallow MLP
followed by a soft-max function, and rλ is a deep, and possibly recurrent, neural net. Often, aν is
called the actor head (possibly complemented in actor-critic models with a critic head vν) and rλ
is called the representation network. Now, instead of instantiating separate models piθ, piθ′ , we add
another actor head aaux.ν′ to our existing network which shares the underlying representation rλ, that
is we let piauxf = a
aux.
ν′ ◦ rλ. As both actors share the representation rλ they benefit from any mutual
learning. A particular instantiation of such a network used in our experiments is shown in Fig. 2.
4 Experiments
In this section, we empirically compare ADVISOR to popular IL and RL baselines. In particular, we
evaluate these baselines on a suite of tasks including realizations of Ex. 1 & Ex. 2 and tasks of varying
complexity within the MINIGRID environment [4, 5]. Our model architecture (recall Fig. 2, Sec. 3.3)
is unchanged across baselines, we defer implementation details to the Appendix Sec. A.5.
4.1 Baselines
We adapt existing baselines and ADVISOR to operate when either an expert policy or a dataset of
expert demonstrations is available to the agent. We include baselines which additionally employ
different levels of teacher forcing (tf) – none, annealed tf from 1 to 0, and tf = 1. This leads to
Behaviour Cloning (BC), Data Aggregation [37] (DAgger, †), and BCtf=1 respectively. Also, we
implement PPO which learns only on the sparse rewards from the environment. Assuming expert
policy supervision is available, we implement hybrids such as BC then PPO (BC→PPO), DAgger
then PPO († → PPO), BCtf=1 → PPO, ADVISOR (ADV), DAgger then ADVISOR († → ADV),
and BCtf=1 → ADV. Behaviour cloning can be done from expert trajectories, exploring no new
states beyond the demonstrations (BCdemo) and can be combined with PPO (BCdemo + PPO). We
also consider simultaneously applying ADVISOR on expert demonstrations while training PPO on
onpolicy rollouts in our ADVdemo + PPO method. For more details see Appendix A.3.
4.2 Tasks
Succinct descriptions of our tasks follow. More details are in Appendix A.4.
2D-LIGHTHOUSE (2D-LH). A 2D variant of the grid-world task introduced in Ex. 2, see Fig. 3a.
POISONEDDOORS (PD). A reproduction of Ex. 1 in Sec. 1 with N = 4 & M = 10, see Fig. 3b.
(WALL/LAVA)CROSSING (WC/LC) [5]. From local observations, an agent must navigate to the
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Figure 3: Environments. (a) In Lighthouse, a reward awaits in a corner; (b) In the Poisoned Doors
task the agent must enter a long combination to obtain a reward safely or open an unlocked door with
an uncertain, possibly negative, reward; (c) Navigation with wall obstacles, with additional expert and
environmental challenges. We test up-to 25× 25 grids with 10 walls; (d) Safe navigation, avoiding
lethal lava rivers. We test up-to 15× 15 grids with 10 lava rivers.
goal avoiding walls or deadly (i.e., episode-ending) rivers of lava, see Fig. 3c, 3d. Evidently, imitating
a shortest-path expert is easy, requiring no exploration beyond expert-visited states. Hence, we
consider more challenging variants of this base task.
SWITCH. The agent is initialized in a WC/LC environment with the “lights turned off.” The agent
can use a ‘switch’ action to get unaffected observations, whereas the shortest-path expert can navigate
in the dark. We experiment with two switches: lights stay on after using the ‘switch’ action (ONCE)
or light turn on only for a single timestep (FAULTY).
CORRUPT. While not our primary focus, we evaluate the resilience of methods to a flawed expert.
In every episode the expert produces correct actions until it is within NC steps of the target at which
point, it begins outputting random actions.
4.3 Evaluation
Training. All methods observe equal numbers of rollout steps and expert labels (WC/LC: 106,
2D-LH/PD: 3 · 105) and take the same number of gradient steps. More details in Appendix A.6.
Fair Hyperparameter Tuning. Often unintentionally done, extensively tuning the hyperparameters
(hps) of a proposed method and not those of the baselines can introduce unfair bias into evaluations.
We avoid this by considering two strategies. In 2D-LH we tune the hps of a competing method
and use these hps for all other methods. For all other experiments, we follow recent best practices
[10].2 Namely, we tune each method by uniformly sampling a fixed number of hps and reporting, for
each baseline, an estimate of E[Val. reward of best model when allowed a budget of k random hps]
for 1 ≤ k ≤ 45, for which we must train 650 models, for each task. More details in Appendix A.7.
Metrics. We record avg. rewards, episode lengths, and success rates for all tasks. In the following,
we report a subset of these recorded values. Additional plots can be found in Appendix A.8.
4.4 Results
2D-LH. Fig. 4 demonstrates the impact of increasing the expert’s privilege. With BC, we see that
training an f i-partial policy with an f j-expert results in a near optimal policy when i = j but even
small increases in j result in dramatic decreases in performance. Surprisingly, while performance
tends to drop with increasing j, the largest i, j gaps do not consistently correspond to the worst
performing models. While this seems to differ from our results in Ex. 2, recall that there the policy µ
was fixed while here it varies through training resulting in complex learning dynamics. Additionally,
we find that: (i) PPO can perform well but has high variance across runs due to the problem of sparse
rewards, and (ii) for this task, both ADVISOR and DAgger→PPO can ameliorate the impact of the
imitation gap but ADVISOR consistently outperforms in all settings.
PD. This environment was designed to be adversarial to standard imitation-learning approaches
and so it is not surprising, see Fig. 5a, that models trained using standard IL techniques (DAgger,
BC, BCtf=1) perform poorly. Qualitatively, they attempt to open door 1 with only vanishing small
probability and thus obtain an expected reward near −2/3. Baselines that can learn from rewards,
e.g., PPO, can learn to avoid doors 2-4 but in practice cannot learn the combination to open the
first door. This results in an average reward of 0. Notice that warm-starting with any form of IL
2See also the reproducibility guidelines from EMNLP’20.
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Figure 4: Evaluating 2D-LH. In the 2D-LH environment, for each baseline method, we train an
f i-partial policy using an f j optimal expert (except for PPO which uses no expert supervision) 25
times. Each policy is then evaluated on 200 randomly sampled episodes and the average episode
length (lower being better) is recorded. For all odd i, j with 1 ≤ i ≤ 11, 1 ≤ j ≤ 15, and j ≥ i,
boxplots of the 25 evaluations are shown. Grey vertical lines show optimal average episode lengths
for f i-partial policies. In (a), notice that when i = j, all evaluations are very near their optimal values
but if j > i then the avg. ep. length increases dramatically: this is the impact of the imitation gap.
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Figure 5: Evaluating baselines across tasks. As described in Section 4.3, we plot estimates of the
expected maximum validation set reward of our various methods when allowing for increasingly
many (random) hyperparam. evals. (larger E[Reward] with fewer evals. is better).
is actively harmful: e.g., it takes many hyperparameter evaluations before we consistently find a
DAgger→PPO model that reproduces the performance of a plain PPO model. Finally, only our ADV
method consistently produces high quality models (avg. reward approaching 1).
LC SWITCH. IL and warm-started methods receive no supervision to try the ‘switch’ action and thus
learning to remain in the dark resulting in poor policies, see Fig 5b. Also, early episode termination
when agents encounter lava prevents PPO success due to sparse rewards. ADVISOR leverages it’s
RL loss to learn to ‘switch’ on lights after which it successfully imitates the expert.
LC. The vanilla LC setting reveals that the imitation gap between the expert and the agent obser-
vations is nominal. Intuitively, the agent’s egocentric partial observations are sufficient to learn to
replicate the shortest-path expert actions: it need only follow alleys of safe ground leading to the
narrow gaps in otherwise continuous obstacles. This is validated by the high performance of BCtf=1
(and BCdemo) which learn only from expert trajectories and have no hope of bridging an imitation gap.
Methods learning from demonstrations and RL (e.g., ADVdemo+PPO and BCdemo →PPO) perform
only marginally better. Thus, when the imitation gap is small and BC from demonstrations is highly
successful, we conclude that the gains from using ADVISOR-based methods may be marginal.
WC CORRUPT. In Fig. 5d we investigate ADVISOR’s ability to learn to ignore a corrupted expert.
While this is not what ADVISOR was designed for, it is interesting to see that ADV-based methods
are able to accomplish this task and do significantly better than the best performing competitor
(BC→PPO). This suggests that ADVISOR is inherently somewhat robust to expert failure.
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5 Conclusion
We study the imitation gap as one explanation for the empirical observation that imitating worse
experts can lead to better policies. While prior work has, implicitly, attempted to bridge this imitation
gap with ad-hoc approaches, we introduce a principled adaptive reweighting technique (ADVISOR).
In adversarial environments, ADVISOR handily outperforms competing baselines and, in well-studied
gridworlds, ADVISOR generally performs similarly or better than the best competing baseline.
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Broader Impact
We show that learning from experts which use privileged information can result in issues which
we refer to as the “imitation gap.” To alleviate this issue we propose ‘Adaptive Insubordination’
(ADVISOR), which adaptively weights imitation and reinforcement learning losses.
Autonomous systems trained with reinforcement learning play an increasingly more important role
in our society. Indeed, autonomous agents that we interact with on a daily bases are starting to get
trained with reinforcement learning techniques. Nonetheless we think there are many open questions
about (A) how to train these agents effectively and (B) under which conditions may training result in
sub-optimal results.
In this paper we study one such case and provide a comprehensive and extensive evaluation. We hope
that this research is a first step towards a more holistic understanding of existing losses and possibly
concerns machine learning researchers, but related communities may also take note of our findings.
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Appendix: Bridging the Imitation Gap by Adaptive Insubordination
We structure the appendix into the following subsections:
A.1 Future strategies for improving statistical efficiency of d0piexp(pi
IL
f )(s) estimator and a prospec-
tive approach towards it.
A.2 Distance measures beyond d0pi(pif )(s) = d(pi(s), pif (s)) utilized in ADVISOR methodology.
A.3 Additional details about nature of learning, expert supervision and hyperparameters searched
for each baseline introduced in Sec. 4.1.
A.4 Descriptions of all the tasks that we evaluate baselines on, including values for grid size,
obstacles, corruption distance etc. We also include details about observation space for each
of these tasks.
A.5 Details about the underlying model architecture for all baselines across different tasks.
A.6 Training implementation including maximum steps per episode, reward structure and com-
puting infrastructure adopted for this work. We clearly summarize all structural and training
hyperparameters for better reproducibility.
A.7 Methodologies adopted for ensuring fair hyperparameter tuning of previous baselines when
comparing ADVISOR to them.
A.8 Additional plots for all tasks to supplement Fig. 5. We also include plots for the two
additional metrics – success rate and average episode length.
A.9 Proof of Proposition 1.
A Additional Information
A.1 Future Directions in Improving Distance Estimators
In this section we highlight possible directions towards improving the estimation of d0piexp(pi
IL
f )(s) for
s ∈ S. As a comprehensive study of these directions is beyond the scope of this work, our aim in
this section is intuition over formality. We will focus on d0 here but similar ideas can be extended to
other distance measures, e.g., those in Sec. A.2.
As discussed in the main paper, we estimate d0piexp(pi
IL
f )(s) by first estimating pi
IL
f with pi
aux
f and
then forming the “plug-in” estimator d0piexp(pi
aux
f )(s). For brevity, we will write d
0
piexp(pi
aux
f )(s) as d̂.
While such plug-in estimators are easy to estimate and conceptually compelling, they need not be
statistically efficient. Intuitively, the reason for this behavior is because we are spending too much
effort in trying to create a high quality estimate piauxf of pi
IL
f when we should be willing to sacrifice
some of this quality in service of obtaining a better estimate of d0piexp(pi
IL
f )(s). Very general work in
this area has brought about the targeted maximum-likelihood estimation (TMLE) [46] framework.
Similar ideas may be fruitful in improving our estimator d̂.
Another weakness of d̂ discussed in the main paper is that is not prospective. In the main paper we,
for readability, assume that we have trained the estimator piauxf before we train our main policy. In
practice, we train piauxf alongside our main policy. Thus the quality of pi
aux
f will improve throughout
training. To clarify, suppose that, for t ∈ [0, 1], piauxf,t is our estimate of piILf after (100 · t)% of training
has completed. Now suppose that (100 · t)% of training has completed and we wish to update
our main policy using the ADVISOR loss given in Eq. (4). In our current approach we estimate
d0piexp(pi
IL
f )(s) using d
0
piexp(pi
aux
f,t )(s) when, ideally, we would prefer to use d
0
piexp(pi
aux
f,1)(s) from the end
of training. Of course we will not know the value of d0piexp(pi
aux
f,1)(s) until the end of training but we
can, in principle, use time-series methods to estimate it. To this end, let qω be a time-series model
with parameters ω ∈ Ω (e.g., qω might be a recurrent neural network) and suppose that we have stored
the model checkpoints (piauxf,i/K | i/K ≤ t). We can then train qω to perform forward prediction, for
instance to minimize
bt·Kc∑
j=1
(
d0piexp(pi
aux
f,j/K)(s)− qω(s, (piauxf,i/K(s))j−1i=1 )
)2
,
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and then use this trained qω to predict the value of d0piexp(pi
aux
f,1)(s). The advantage of this prospective
estimator qω is that it can detect that the auxiliary policy will eventually succeed in exactly imitating
the expert in a given state and thus allow for supervising the main policy with the expert cross entropy
loss earlier in training. The downside of such a method: it is significantly more complicated to
implement and requires running inference using saved model checkpoints.
A.2 Other Distance Measures
As discussed in Section 3.2, there are several different choices one may make when choosing a
measure of distance between the expert policy piexp and an f -partial policy pif at a state s ∈ S. The
measure of distance we use in our experiments, d0piexp(pif )(s) = d(pi
exp(s), pif (s)), has the (potentially)
undesirable property that f(s) = f(s′) does not imply that d0piexp(pif )(s) = d
0
piexp(pif )(s
′). While
an in-depth evaluation of the merits of different distance measures is beyond this current work, we
suspect that a careful choice of such a distance measure may have a substantial impact on the speed of
training. The following proposition lists a collection of possible distance measures with a conceptual
illustration given in Fig. 6.
Proposition 2. Let s ∈ S and o = f(s) and for any 0 < β < ∞ define, for any policy pi and
f -partial policy pif ,
dβµ,pi(pif )(s) = Eµ[
(
d0pi(pif )(S)
)β | f(S) = f(s)]1/β , (5)
with d∞µ,pi(pif )(s) equalling the essential supremum of d
0
pi(pif ) under the conditional distribution
Pµ(· | f(S) = f(s)). As a special case note that
d1µ,pi(pif )(s) = Eµ[d
0
pi(pif )(S) | f(S) = f(s)].
Then, for all β ≥ 0 and s ∈ S (almost surely µ), we have that pi(s) 6= pif (f(s)) if and only if
dβpi(pif )(s) > 0.
Proof. This statement follows trivially from the definition of piIL and the fact that d(pi, pi′) ≥ 0 with
d(pi, pi′) = 0 if and only if pi = pi′.
The above proposition shows that any dβ can be used to consistently detect differences between piexp
and piILf , i.e., it can be used to detect the imitation gap. Notice also that for any β > 0 we have that
dβµ,piexp(pi
IL
f )(s) = d
β
µ,piexp(pi
IL
f )(s
′) whenever f(s) = f(s′).
As an alternative to using d0, we now describe how d1µ,piexp(pi
IL
f )(s) can be estimated in practice during
training. Let piauxf be an estimator of pi
IL
f as usual. To estimate d
1
µ,piexp(pi
IL
f )(s) we assume we have
access to a function approximator gψ : Of → R parameterized by ψ ∈ Ψ, e.g., a neural network.
Then we estimate d1µ,piexp(pi
IL
f )(s) with gψ̂ where ψ̂ is taken to be the minimizer of the loss
Lµ,piexp,piauxf (ψ) = Eµ
[(
d(piexp(S), piauxf (f(S)))− gψ(f(S))
)2]
. (6)
The following proposition then shows that, assuming that d1µ,piexp(pi
aux
f ) ∈ {gψ | ψ ∈ Ψ}, gψ̂ will
equal d1µ,piexp(pi
aux
f ) and thus gψ̂ may be interpreted as a plug-in estimator of d
1
µ,piexp(pi
IL
f ).
Proposition 3. For any ψ ∈ Ψ,
Lµ,piexp,piauxf (ψ) = Eµ[(d1µ,piexp(piauxf )(S)− gψ(f(S)))2] + c,
where c = Eµ[(d(piexp(S), piaux(f(S))) − d1µ,piexp,pi(S))2] is constant in ψ and this implies that if
d1µ,piexp(pi
aux
f ) ∈ {gψ | ψ ∈ Ψ} then gψ̂ = d1µ,piexp(piauxf ).
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Figure 6: Concept Illustration. Here we illustrate several of the concepts from our paper. Suppose
our action space A contains three elements. Then for any s ∈ S and policy pi, the value pi(s) can
be represented as a single point in the 2-dimensional probability simplex {(x, y) ∈ R2 | x ≥ 0, y ≥
0, x + y ≤ 1} shown as the grey area in (a). Suppose that the fiber f−1(f) contains the three
unique states s1, s2, and s3. In (a) we show the hypothetical values of piexp when evaluated at these
points. Proposition 1 says that piIL(s) lies in the convex hull of {piexp(si)}3i=1 visualized as a magenta
triangle in (a). Exactly where piIL(s) lies depends on the probability measure µ, in (b) we show how
a particular instantiation of µ may result in a realization of piIL(s) (not to scale). (c) shows how d1piexp
measures the distance between piexp(s1) and piIL(s1). Notice that it ignores s2 and s3. In (d), we
illustrate how d0piexp produces a “smoothed” measure of distance incorporating information about all
si.
Proof. In the following we let Of = f(S). We now have that
Eµ[
(
d(piexp(S), piauxf (Of ))− gψ(Of )
)2
]
= Eµ[
(
(d(piexp(S), piauxf (Of ))− d1µ,piexp(piauxf )(S)) + (d1µ,piexp(piauxf )(S)− gψ(Of ))
)2
]
= Eµ[(d(pi
exp(S), piauxf (Of ))− d1µ,piexp(piauxf )(S))2] + Eµ[(d1µ,piexp(piauxf )(S)− gψ(Of )))2]
+ 2 · Eµ[((d(piexp(S), piauxf (Of ))− d1µ,piexp(piauxf )(S)) · (d1µ,piexp(piauxf )(S)− gψ(Of )))]
= c+ Eµ[(d
1
µ,piexp(pi
aux
f )(S)− gψ(Of )))2]
+ 2 · Eµ[((d(piexp(S), piauxf (Of ))− d1µ,piexp(piauxf )(S)) · (d1µ,piexp(piauxf )(S)− gψ(Of )))].
Now as as d1µ,piexp(pi
aux
f )(s) = d
1
µ,piexp(pi
aux
f )(s
′) for any s, s′ with f(s) = f(s′) we have that
d1µ,piexp(pi
aux
f )(S)− gψ(Of ) is constant conditional on Of and thus
Eµ[(d(pi
exp(S), piauxf (Of ))− d1µ,piexp(piauxf )(S)) · (d1µ,piexp(piauxf )(S)− gψ(Of )) | Of ]
= Eµ[(d(pi
exp(S), piauxf (Of ))− d1µ,piexp(piauxf )(S) | Of ] · Eµ[d1µ,piexp(piauxf )(S)− gψ(Of ) | Of ]
= Eµ[d
1
µ,piexp(pi
aux
f )(S)− d1µ,piexp(piauxf )(S) | Of ] · Eµ[d1µ,piexp(piauxf )(S)− gψ(Of ) | Of ]
= 0.
Combining the above results and using the law of iterated expectations gives the desired result.
A.3 Additional Baseline Details
In Tab. 1, we include details about the baselines considered in this work, including – purely IL
(1− 3, 11), purely RL (4), a sequential combination of them (5− 7), a static combination of them
(12), and our dynamic combinations (8 − 10, 13). Moreover, we study methods which learn from
both expert policy (expert action available for any state) and expert demonstrations (offline dataset
of pre-collected trajectories). The hyperparameters (hps) we consider for optimization in our study
have been chosen as those which, in preliminary experiments, had a substantial impact on model
performance. This includes the learning rate (lr), portion of the training steps devoted to the first
stage in methods with two stages (stage-split), and the temperature parameter in the weight function
(α).3 Implicitly, the random environment seed can also be seen as a hyperparameter. We sample
hyperparameters uniformly at random. In particular, we sample lr from [10−4, 0.5) on a log-scale,
stage-split from [0.1, 0.9), and α from {5.0, 20.0}.
3See Sec. 3.2 for definition of the weight function for ADVISOR.
4While implemented with supervision from expert policy, due to the teacher forcing being set to 1.0, this
method can never explore beyond states (and supervision) in expert demonstrations.
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# Method IL/RL Expert supervision Hps. searched
1 BC IL Policy lr
2 † IL Policy lr, stage-split
3 BCtf=1 IL Policy4 lr
4 PPO RL Policy lr
5 BC→ PPO IL→RL Policy lr, stage-split
6 † → PPO IL→RL Policy lr, stage-split
7 BCtf=1 → PPO IL→RL Policy lr, stage-split
8 ADV IL+RL Policy lr, α
9 † → ADV IL+RL Policy lr, α, stage-split
10 BCtf=1 → ADV IL+RL Policy lr, α, stage-split
11 BCdemo IL Demonstrations lr
12 BCdemo + PPO IL+RL Demonstrations lr
13 BCdemo + ADV IL+RL Demonstrations lr, α
Table 1: Baseline details. IL/RL: Nature of learning, Expert supervision: the type of expert
supervision leveraged by each method, Hps. searched: hps. that were randomly searched over, fairly
done with the same budget (see Sec. A.7 for details).
A.4 Additional Task Details
In Sec. 4.2, we introduced the different tasks where we compare ADVISOR with various other IL
and RL methods. Here, we provide additional details for each of them along with information about
observation space associated with each task. For training details for the tasks, please see Sec. A.6.
A.4.1 2D-Lighthouse (2D-LH)
2D variant of the exemplar grid-world task introduced in Ex. 2, aimed to empirically verify our
analysis of the imitation gap. A reward awaits at a randomly chosen corner of a square grid of size
2N + 1 and the agent can only see the local region, a square of size 2i+ 1 about itself (an f i-partial
observation). Additionally, all f i allow the agent access to it’s previous action. As explained in Ex. 2,
we experiment with optimizing f i-policies when given supervision from f j-optimal experts (i.e.,
experts that are optimal when restricted to f j-partial observations). See Fig. 3a for an illustration.
A.4.2 PoisonedDoors (PD)
This environment is a reproduction of our example from Sec. 1. An agent is presented with N = 4
doors d1, . . . , d4. Door d1 is locked, requiring a fixed {0, 1, 2}10 code to open, but always results in
a reward of 1 when opened. For some randomly chosen j ∈ {2, 3, 4}, opening door dj results in a
reward of 2 and for i 6∈ {1, j}, opening door di results in a reward of −2. The agent must first choose
a door after which, if it has chosen door 1, it must enter the combination (receiving a reward of 0 if
it enters the incorrect combination) and, otherwise, the agent immediately receives its reward. See
Fig. 3b.
A.4.3 WallCrossing (WC)
Initialized on the top-left corner the agent must navigate to the bottom-right goal location. There
exists at least one path from start to end, navigating through obstacles. Refer to Fig. 3c where, for
illustration, we show a simpler grid. Our environment is of size 25× 25 with 10 walls (‘S25, N10’
as per the notation of [5]), which are placed vertically or horizontally across the grid. The expert is a
shortest path agent with access to the entire environment’s connectivity graph and is implemented via
the networkx python library.
A.4.4 LavaCrossing (LC)
Similar to WALLCROSSING in structure and expert, except that obstacles are lava instead of walls.
Unlike walls (into which the agent can bump without consequence) here the episode terminates if
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the agent steps on lava. See Fig. 3d. This LC environment has size 25 × 25 with 10 lava rivers
(‘S25, N10’).
A.4.5 WC/LC Switch
In this task the agent faces a more challenging filtration function. In addition to navigational actions,
agents for this task have a ‘switch’ action. Using this switch action, the agents can switch-on the lights
of an otherwise darkened environment which is implemented as an observation tensor of all zeros. In
WC, even in the dark, an agent can reach the target by taking random actions with non-negligible
probability. Achieving this in LC is nearly impossible as random actions will, with high probability,
result in stepping into lava and thereby immediately end the episode.
We experiment with two variants of this ‘switch’ – ONCE and FAULTY. In the ONCE SWITCH variant,
once the the ‘switch’ action is taken, the lights remain on for the remainder of the episode. This is
implemented as the unaffected observation tensor being available to the agent. In contrast, in the
FAULTY SWITCH variant, taking the ‘switch’ action will only turn the lights on for a single timestep.
This is implemented as observations being available for one timestep followed by zero tensors (unless
the ‘switch’ action is executed again).
The expert for these tasks is the same as for WC and LC. Namely, the expert always takes actions
along the shortest path from the agents current position to the goal and is unaffected by whether the
light is on or off. For the expert-policy-based methods this translates to the learner agent getting
perfect (navigational) supervision while struggling in the dark, with no cue for trying the switch
action. For the expert-demonstrations-based methods this translates to the demonstrations being
populated with blacked-out observations paired with perfect actions: such actions are, of course,
difficult to imitate. As FAULTY is more difficult than ONCE (and LC more difficult than WC) we set
grid sizes to reduce the difference in difficulty between tasks. In particular, we choose to set WC
ONCE SWITCH on a (S25, N10) grid and the LC ONCE SWITCH on a (S15, N7) grid. Moreover,
WC FAULTY SWITCH is set with a (S15, N7) grid and LC FAULTY SWITCH with a (S9, N4) grid.
A.4.6 WC/LC Corrupt
In the SWITCH task, we study agents with observations affected by a challenging filtration function.
In this task we experiment with corrupting the expert’s actions. The expert policy flips over to a
random policy when the expert is NC steps away from the goal. For the expert-policy-based method
this translates to the expert outputting uniformly random actions once it is within NC steps from the
target. For the expert-demonstrations-based methods this translates to the demonstrations consisting
of some valid (observation, expert action) tuples, while the tuples close to the target have the expert
action sampled from a uniform distribution over the action space. WC CORRUPT is a (S25, N10)
grid with NC = 15, while the LC CORRUPT is significantly harder, hence is a (S15, N7) grid with
NC = 10.
A.4.7 Observation space
Within our 2D-LH environment we wish to train our agent in the context of Proposition 1 so that
the agent may learn any f -partial policy. As the 2D-LH environment is quite simple, we are able to
uniquely encode the state observed by an agent using a 44 · 52 = 6400 dimensional {0, 1}-valued
vector such that any f -partial policy can be represented as a linear function applied to this observation
(followed by a soft-max).5 Within the PD environment the agent’s observed state is very simple:
at every timestep the agent observes an element of {0, 1, 2, 3} with 0 denoting that no door has yet
been chosen, 1 denoting that the agent has chosen door d1 but has not begun entering the code, 2
indicating that the agent has chosen door d1 and has started entering the code, and 3 representing the
final terminal state after a door has been opened or combination incorrectly entered. The MINIGRID
environments [5] enable agents with an egocentric “visual” observation which, in practice, is an
integer tensor of shape 7 × 7 × 3, where the channels contain integer labels corresponding to the
cell’s type, color, and state. Kindly see [5, 4] for details. For the above tasks, the cell types belong to
the set of (empty, lava, wall, goal).
5As the softmax function prevents us from learning a truly deterministic policy we can only learn a policy
arbitrarily close to such policies. In our setting, this distinction is irrelevant.
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Hyperparamter Value
Structural
Cell type embedding length 8
Cell color embedding length 8
Cell state embedding length 8
LSTM layers 1
LSTM hidden size 128
# Layers in critic 1
# Layers in actor 1
PPO
Clip parameter () [42] 0.1
Decay on  Linear(1, 0)
# Processes to sample steps 20
Rollout timesteps 100
Minibatch size 1000
Epochs 4
Value loss coefficient 0.5
Discount factor (γ) 0.99
GAE parameter (λ) 1.0
Training
Optimizer Adam [20]
(β1, β2) for Adam (0.9, 0.999)
Learning rate searched
Gradient clip norm 0.5
Training steps (WC/LC & variants) 1 · 106
Training steps (2D-LH & PD) 3 · 105
Table 2: Structural and training hyperparameters.
A.5 Architecture Details
2D-LH model. As discussed in Sec. A.4.7, we have designed the observation given to our agent
so that a simple linear layer followed by a soft-max function is sufficient to capture any f -partial
policy. As such, our main and auxiliary actor models for this task are simply linear functions mapping
the input 6400-dimensional observation to a 4-dimensional output vector followed by a soft-max
non-linearity. The critic is computed similarly but with a 1-dimensional output and no non-linearity.
PD model. Our PD model has three sequential components. The first embedding layer maps a given
observation, a value in {0, 1, 2, 3}, to an 128-dimensional embedding. This 128-dimensional vector
is then fed into a 1-layer LSTM (with a 128-dimensional hidden state) to produce an 128-output
representation h. We then compute our main actor policy by applying a 128× 7 linear layer followed
by a soft-max non-linearity. The auxiliary actor is produced similarly but with separate parameters in
its linear layer. Finally the critic’s value is generated by applying a 128× 1 linear layer to h.
MINIGRID model. Here we detail each component of the model architecture illustrated in Fig. 2.
The encoder (‘Enc.’) converts observation tensors (integer tensor of shape 7×7×3) to a corresponding
embedding tensor via three embedding sets (of length 8) corresponding to type, color, and state of
the object. The observation tensor, which represents the ‘lights-out’ condition, has a unique (i.e.,
different from the ones listed by [5]) type, color and state. This prevents any type, color or state from
having more than one connotation. The output of the encoder is of size 7× 7× 24. This tensor is
flattened and fed into a (single-layered) LSTM with a 128-dimensional hidden space. The output of
the LSTM is fed to the main actor, auxiliary actor, and the critic. All of these are single linear layers
with output size of |A|, |A| and 1, respectively (main and auxiliary actors are followed by soft-max
non-linearities).
A.6 Training Implementation
A summary of the training hyperparameters and their values is included in Tab. 2. Kindly see [42] for
details on PPO and [41] for details on generalized advantage estimation (GAE).
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Max. steps per episode. The maximum number of steps allowed in the 2D-LH task is 1000. Within
the PD task, an agent can never take more than 11 steps in a single episode (1 action to select the
door and then, at most, 10 more actions to input the combination if d1 was selected) and thus we do
not need to set a maximum number of allowed steps. The maximum steps allowed for an episode of
WC/LC is set by [5, 4] to 4S2, where S is the grid size. We share the same limits for the challenging
variants – SWITCH and CORRUPT. Details of task variants, their grid size, and number of obstacles
are included in Sec. A.4.
Reward structure. Within the 2D-LH task, the agent receives one of three possible rewards after
every step: when the agent finds the goal it receives a reward of 0.99, if it otherwise has reached the
maximum number of steps (1000) it receives a −1 reward, and otherwise, if neither of the prior cases
hold, it obtains a reward of −0.01. See Sec. A.4.2 for a description of rewards for the PD task. For
WC/LC, [5, 4] configure the environment to give a 0 reward unless the goal is reached. If the goal
is reached, the reward is 1− episode lengthmaximum steps . We adopt the same reward structure for our SWITCH and
CORRUPT variants as well.
Computing infrastructure. As mentioned in Sec. 4.3, for all tasks (except LH) we train 50 models
(with randomly sampled hps) for each baseline. This amounts to 650 models per task or 5850 models
in total. For each task, we utilize a g4dn.12xlarge instance on AWS consisting of 4 NVIDIA T4
GPUs and 48 CPUs. We run through a queue of 650 models using 48 processes. For tasks set in the
MINIGRID environments, models each require ≈ 0.9 GB GPU memory and all training completes in
18 to 24 hours. For the PD task, model memory footprints are smaller and training all 650 models is
significantly faster (< 8 hours).
A.7 Fair Hyperparameter Tuning
As discussed in the main paper, we consider two approaches for ensuring that comparisons to
baselines are fair. In particular, we hope to avoid introducing misleading bias in our results by
extensively tuning the hyperparameters (hps) of our ADVISOR methodology while leaving other
methods relatively un-tuned.
2D-LH: Tune by Tuning a Competing Method. The goal of our experiments with the 2D-LH
environment are, principally, to highlight that increasing the imitation gap can have a substantial
detrimental impact on the quality of policies learned by training IL. Because of this, we wish to give
IL the greatest opportunity to succeed and thus we are not, as in our other experiments, attempting to
understand its expected performance when we must search for good hyperparameters. To this end,
we perform the following procedure for every i, j ∈ {1, 3, 5 . . . , 15} with i < j.
For every learning rate λ ∈ {100 values evenly spaced in [10−4, 1] on a log-scale} we train a f i-
partial policy to imitate a f j-optimal expert using BC. For each such trained policy, we roll out
trajectories from the policy across 200 randomly sampled episodes (in the 2D-LH there is no
distinction between training, validation, and test episodes as there are only four unique initial world
settings). For each rollout, we compute the average cross entropy between the learned policy and
the expert’s policy at every step. A “best” learning rate λi,j is then chosen by selecting the learning
rate resulting in the smallest cross entropy (after having smoothed the results with a locally-linear
regression model [52]).
A final learning rate is then chosen as the average of the λi,j and this learning rate is then used
when training all methods to produce the plots in Fig. 4. As some baselines require additional
hyperparameter choices, these other hyperparameters were chosen heuristically (post-hoc experiments
suggest that results for the other methods are fairly robust to these other hyperparameters).
All Other Tasks: Random Hyperparameter Evaluations.
As described in the main paper, we follow the best practices suggested by Dodge et al. [10]. In
particular, for all tasks (except for 2D-LH) we train each of our baselines when sampling that
method’s hyperparameters, see Table 1 and recall Sec. A.3, at random 50 times. Our plots, e.g., Fig. 5,
then report an estimate of the expected (validation set) performance of each of our methods when
choosing the best performing model from a fixed number of random hyperparameter evaluations.
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Figure 7: E[Reward] for baselines on MINIGRID tasks. We include all variants of tasks considered
in this work. Similar to Fig. 5, we plot estimates of the expected maximum validation set reward of
all baselines (including our method), when allowing for increasingly many (random) hyperparameter
evaluations (larger E[Reward] with fewer evals. is better).
Unlike [1 ], we co pute this estimate using a U-statistic [47, Chapter 12] which is unbiased. Shaded
regions encapsul te the 25-to-75th quantiles of the bootstrap distribution of this statistic.
A.8 Additional Plots
As mentioned in Sec. 4.3, we record three metrics for our tasks. Reward is the metric that best jointly
captures success and effective path planning (see Sec. A.6 for reward structure). In the main paper,
we included some reward plots in Fig. 5. Specifically, Fig. 7d, 7f, and 7g have already been included
in the main paper (as Fig. 5b, 5c, and 5d). The remaining variants for WC/LC, FAULTY/ONCE
SWITCH, and CORRUPT are presented in Fig. 7.
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Figure 8: E[Success Rate] for baselines on MINIGRID tasks. We include all variants of tasks
considered in this work. This is the expected maximum validation set success rate of all baselines
(including our method), when allowing for increasingly many (random) hyperparameter evaluations
(larger E[Success Rate] with fewer evals. is better).
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Figure 9: E[Average Episode Length] for baselines on MINIGRID tasks. We include all variants
of tasks considered in this work. These are estimates of the expected minimum validation set episode
lengths of all baselines (including our method), when allowing for increasingly many (random)
hyperparameter evaluations. Shorter E[Average Episode Length] with fewer evals. is better for
WALLCROSSING (WC) variants. No inferences can be drawn from LAVACROSSING (LC) variants
due to two confounding and contradictory factors – successful navigation and stepping on lava (early
termination) can lead to shorter episode lengths.
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Success rate shows a similar trend, following from the definition of rewards, i.e., agents which reach
the target more often, mostly end up with higher rewards. In Fig. 8, we plot success rate for WC/LC,
FAULTY/ONCE SWITCH, and CORRUPT tasks.
Evaluating methods using the average episode length metric is somewhat more complex. In particular,
in LC (and its variants) shorter episode lengths can mean more frequent success or, pathologically,
that the agent more frequently steps upon lava (which immediately ends the episode). In WC (and
its variants) there is no such problem and thus we see that average episode length is tightly correlated
to the reward and success metrics. Plots of the average episode length metric can be found in Fig. 9,
we request that the reader keep in mind this unintuitive behavior for the LC task (and variants) when
considering these plots.
A.9 Proof of Proposition 1
We wish to show that the minimizer of Eµ[−piexpfe (S) log pif (S)] among all f -partial policies pif is
the policy pi = Eµ[piexp(S) | f(S)]. This is straightforward, by the law of iterated expectations and
as pif (s) = pif (f(s)) by definition, we have
Eµ[−piexpfe (S) log pif (S)] = −Eµ[Eµ[piexpfe (S) log pif (S) | f(S)]]
= −Eµ[Eµ[piexpfe (S) log pif (f(S)) | f(S)]]
= −Eµ[Eµ[piexpfe (S) | f(S)] log pif (f(S))]
= Eµ[−pi(f(S)) log pif (f(S))] . (7)
Now let s ∈ S and let o = f(s). It is well known, by Gibbs’ inequality, that −pi(o) log pif (o) is
minimized (in pif (o)) by letting pif (o) = pi(o) and this minimizer is feasible as we have assumed
that Πf contains all f -partial policies. Hence it follows immediately that Eq. (7) is minimized by
letting pif = pi which proves the claimed proposition.
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